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THE EXTENSION PROBLEM FOR FUNCTIONS 
INVARIANT UNDER A GROUP 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let X be a topological space and G a topological group 

operating on X by left action. Let A be a closed subset of X 

and I denote the closed unit interval. A continuous function 

f : A -'I will be called G- invariant provided GA = A and f(gx) = 

f(x) for all (g, x) E G x A. We ask: does such a function f admit 

a G- invariant extension to X? In case X is normal and G acts 

trivially on X the answer amounts to the Tietze extension theorem. 

When X is normal and G compact the answer is still affirma- 

tive, as follows by a more general result of A. M. Gleason (see [1]). 

Gleason's proof would run as follows: Let i. be Haar measure on 

G with µ(G) = 1, and let f : X ' I be any continuous extension 

of f. Define f' : X - I by 

f'(x) = f(gx)dg, 
G 

the integral being taken with respect to µ. Since f is G-invari- 

ant and f coincides with f on A, so does f'. But f' is 

clearly G- invariant on X. - -It may be of interest to note that the re- 

sult thus established can also be obtained through a different approach. 

Namely, when X is normal and G compact it follows that the 

* 

a 
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orbit space X/G is normal (see Appendix), and this gives the de- 

sired conclusion. 

In the present paper G is assumed to be noncompact, in 

which case the aforesaid extension property certainly fails. We are 

in fact indebted to Professor Gleason for a very suggestive examplel 

in which the additive group of real numbers operates differentiably on 

a 2- dimensional cylinder in such a manner that not every G- invar- 

iant f admits a G- invariant extension. Nonetheless one can ob- 

tain some extension theorems for noncompact G by imposing suit- 

able conditions on X and on the action of G, as well as on f. 

So far as the considerations of the sequel are concerned, the topology 

of G will play no role, and what is more, our results apply equally 

to the case where G is a pseudo -group of local transformations on 

X. Although we shall continue to speak as though G were a trans- 

formation group on X, everything can as well be interpreted for 

pseudo -groups. 

A simple extension theorem results from the condition that X 

be compact metric, or more generally, compact pseudo- metric, and 

the transformations of G be uniformly bounded (see §2). This im- 

plies that X/G is again normal, and consequently, that the exten- 

sion property holds without 'restriction on f. It should be noted, 

'This example has proved to be very helpful, and we shall have 
occasion to present some variations of it in §6. 
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however, that apart from this one case our assumptions will not im- 

ply normality of the orbit space. For the case of locally compact X 

one can obtain a somewhat specialized extension theorem by imposing 

suitable conditions on X/G and A (see §3). The main develop- 

ment of this paper begins with §4 and depends upon the fact that every 

compact X admits a minimal G- invariant equivalence relation R 

such that X/R is normal. This gives two extension theorems for 

compact X ( §4, §7), and each of these implies a corresponding re- 

sult for general noncompact X (see § 8). While most of our propo- 

sitions are established by elementary arguments, it may be of inter- 

est to note that the main results (Theorem 5 and its corollary) require 

a somewhat more delicate approach involving transfinite induction. 
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II. PSEUDO- METRIC SPACES 

Theorem 1. Let X be compact and ö a pseudo- metric on 

X. If b (gx, gy) < Mb (x, y) for some M and all (g, x, y) E G x X x X, 

then every G- invariant f : A admits a G- invariant extension to 

X. 

We will first prove that X/G is normal. Let A l' A2 be 

-1 
closed disjoint subsets of X/G and let A. = Tr (A.), i = 1, 2; 

where Tr : X - X/G denotes the natural projection. Thus A1, A2 

are closed disjoint subsets of X. Since pseudo- metric spaces are 

normal, there exist open disjoint subsets 01, 02 of X with 

A. C O.. Moreover, A. and X - O. are now closed disjoint 

subsets of X for each value of i, and since X is compact, 

this implies ô , (A. X - O. ) > 0. Now let O. = {x E X : ô (x, A1 ') < 
1 1 1 

-1 * * 
M 5(A_ X - O. )1, i = 1, 2. Obviously each O. is open, and 

therefore GO. is likewise open in X. Since A. is invariant 

under G, one has GOi C 0. , and consequently GO1, GO2 are 

disjoint. Since both sets are G- invariant, it follows that their pro- 

jections Tr(G01, Tr(GO2) are likewise open and disjoint in X /G. 

But clearly A. GO., and therefore A. C Tr(GO.), i = 1, 2; prov- 
1 1 1 

ing normality of X /G. 

2 This means that ô(x, y) = 0 does not imply x = y, although 
ô satisfies the remaining conditions for a metric. 

" 

* 

1 

` 
1 1 

i i i i 

* 

1 1 

# 
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Now let f : A I be a G- invariant function. In accordance 

with our definition, A is then closed and G- invariant, which 

makes Tr(A) closed in X /G. By G- invariance f may be fac- 

tored through X /G, giving the diagram 

A - tr(A) 

and one sees immediately that h must be continuous. By normality 

of X /G, h admits a continuous extension h : X/G I, and now 

h ° Tr gives a G- invariant extension of f. 

Tr 

f h 
I 
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III. LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES 

Theorem 2. Let X be locally compact and X/G Hausdorff 

or regular. Then every G- invariant f : A --I with A compact 

admits a G- invariant extension to X. 

Since the natural projection Tr : X -X /G is clearly open, 

X/G is locally compact. Moreover, A being closed and G-in- 

variant, Tr(A) will be closed. Compactness of A also implies 

compactness of Tr(A). On this account the assertion of Theorem 2 

can be referred entirely to the orbit space, and it is easily seen that 

Theorem 2 is equivalent to the following result: 

Theorem 2'. Let Y be a locally compact space and B a 

closed compact subset of Y. If Y is Hausdorff or regular, then 

every continuous function f : B I admits a continuous extension 

to Y. 

Let Y denote the one -point compactification of Y. If Y 

is locally compact and Hausdorff, then Y is Hausdorff (see [2] , 

p. 1 50), and consequently Y is then normal. We will show in a 

moment that Y locally compact and regular again implies normal- 
>g 

ity of Y . Assuming, then, that Y is normal, we note that B, 

being closed and compact in Y, is closed in Y , so that 

f : B- I admits a continuous extension to Y and therefore to Y. 

It remains to prove that Y is normal in the case where Y 

m 

. 
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is regular. Moreover, in virtue of the Tychonoff lemma, it will suf- 

fice to establish regularity of Y Y To this end let x E Y and 0* 

denote an open neighborhood of x in Y . We consider first the 

case where x E Y. Now O n Y is an open neighborhood of x 

in Y. But when Y is locally compact and also Hausdorff or regu- 

lar, the closed compact neighborhood system (see [2], p. 146). Con- 

sequently there exists a closed compact neighborhood O of x in 

Y such that O C O It follows that O is a closed neighborhood 

of x in Y , as was to be shown. 

It remains to consider the case x = co. Letting V denote 

the complement of O in Y , we note that V is now a closed 

compact subset of Y. By our preceding observation regarding 

closed compact neighborhoods, every point y E V admits such a 

neighborhood U in Y. By compactness of V one can select 
Y 

a finite family {U.} of these such that {U°} covers V, where 

Uo denotes the interior of U.. Let U° denote the union of the 

sets U! and O the complement of Uo in Y *. It follows that 
* 

O is a closed neighborhood of x in Y with O C 0*. 

*. 

1 1 

*. 

* 

1 

4 
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IV. PAIRWISE EXTENDIBLE FUNCTIONS 

If Y is a topological space, B a subset of Y and 

f : B- I a continuous function, we say that f is pairwise extend- 

ible if, for every pair (x, y) e B x B, there exists a continuous func- 

tion h : Y-- I such that h(x) = f(x) and h(y) = f(y). Moreover, 

if X and G are given as above and f : A-- I is continuous, f 

is said to be pairwise extendible if, for every (x, y) E A x A, there 

exists a G- invariant h : X -I which agrees with f on x and 

y 
Theorem 3. If X is compact and f : A --I is pairwise ex- 

tendible with A closed in X, then f admits a G- invariant ex- 

tension to X. 

Again we see that the question may be referred to the orbit 

space, and that the given assertion is equivalent to 

Theorem 3'. If Y is compact, B a closed subset3 of Y 

and f : B-- I pairwise extendible, then f admits an extension to 

Y. 

To prove this we consider the set R of all pairs 

(x, y) E Y x Y such that f(x) = f(y) for every continuous f : Y-- I. 

3It suffices, in fact, to assume that B is compact. Obvious- 
ly a similar observation applies to Theorem 3. 
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Clearly R is an equivalence relation on Y, and we note that 

Y/R is compact. To show that Y/R is also Hausdorff, let x, y 

denote distinct points in Y/R and let x, y denote representa- 

tives respectively, in Y. Since (x, y)/ R, there exists a contin- 

uous f : Y -'I such that f(x) f(y). Let Ox, O denote disjoint 
Y 

open neighborhoods in I of f(x) and f(y), respectively. We 

now observe that there exists a function f such that 

commutes (Tr being the natural projection), and clearly f is con- 

tinuous. Consequently f -1(0x) and f -I(O ) are disjoint open x y 

subsets of Y/R containing x and ÿ, respectively, as was to 

be shown. Since Y/R is compact and Hausdorff, it is normal. 

We show next that Tr: Y -'Y /R is closed. For if A-'-Y is 

closed, then A is compact, and therefore Tr(A) is compact. But 

since Y/R is Hausdorff, this implies that Tr(A) is closed. 

Now consider f; B -'I and let B = Tr(B). Our assumption 

that f be pairwise extendible implies that there exists a function 

f ; B -'I such that f = f ° Tr, and one sees again that f must be 

continuous. But since B is closed and Y/R normal, f admits 

a continuous extension h ; Y/R 

tension of f. 

and now h ° Tr gives an ex- 

Y 
Tr 

-I, 

,L 

YR 
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V. THE NORMALIZING TOPOLOGY 

Theorem 4. Let X be compact. There exists then a unique 

topology T on X such that 

(i) for all f : X-' I, f is T- continuous if and only if f 

is G-invariant4; 

(ii) X is T- normal; 

(iii) T is minimal with respect to (i) and (ii). 

We first establish existence of T. Let R denote the equi- 

valence relation on X consisting of all pairs (x, y) c X x X such 

that f(x) = f(y) for all G- invariant f. It follows by the consider- 

ations of 4 that X/R is normal. We now define a subset B _ X 

to be T -open if it is the inverse image under the natural projection 

Tr : X- --X /R of an open set in X /R. It is immediately verified that 

this gives a topology T on X. Moreover, a subset A C X is 

T- closed if and only if it is the inverse image under IT of a closed 

set in X /R. We proceed to verify property (i) of the theorem. 

Let f : X- I be G- invariant. Then there exists (a unique) f 

such that 

4Here G- invariance is understood precisely as defined in § 1. 
In particular, this implies continuity with respect to the original top- 
ology on X. 
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X Tr X/R 

commutes, and one sees again that f is continuous. Now if 

O C I is open, f -1(0) is the inverse image under Tr of T-1(0), 

which is open in X /R, and consequently f -1(0) is 7-open. 

Hence every G- invariant f : X --I is T- continuous. Conversely, 

let f : X -I be T- continuous. Since every T -open set is open, 

f is certainly continuous. To establish G- invariance of f, we 

must show that f factors through X /R. To this end consider 

(x, y) E R. Since f is T- continuous, f- 1(f(x)) is T- closed, 

and since Tr(x) = Tr(y), this implies y E f -1 (f(x)). Therefore 

f(x) = f(y), as was to be shown. 

It is easy to see that X is T- normal. For if Al, A2 are 

disjoint T- closed sets in X, then each A. is the inverse image 

under n of a closed set Ai in X /R, and Al, A2 are again 

disjoint. Now if Ol, 02 are separating neighborhoods of Al, A2; 

their inverse images under n will be separating neighborhoods of 

Al' A2 with respect to the topology T. 

Let T denote a second topology on X satisfying conditions 

(i) and (ii). To complete the proof it will suffice to show that 

f f 

I 
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J. 
every T- closed A C X is also -closed. To this end let B 

denote the complement of A in X, and let X E B. We recall 

now that X/R is also Hausdorff, so that {} is closed, where 

= Tr(x), Consequently Tr -1(x) is T- closed and clearly disjoint 

from A. Since X is T- normal, this implies existence of a 

T- continuous f : X --I such that f takes the value 0 on A 

and 1 on Tr 
-1(X), But since T and T both satisfy condition 

(i), it follows that f is also T -continuous. Therefore, if J 

denotes the open subset (0,1] C I, f -1(J) will be a T *- neighbor- 
J. 

hood of x contained in B. Consequently B is T * -open, as 

was to be proved. 

Thus every compact topological space X with operators has 

an associated topology T defined by Theorem 4, and we will refer 

to this as the normalizing topology of X. The concept of a normal- 

izing topology T is obviously meaningful for a compact topological 

space Y (without operators) as well, in which case T is just the 

minimal normal topology on Y such that f : Y --I is T- contin- 

uous if and only if f is continuous. If X is a compact space 

with operator group G, it is clear that its normalizing topology 

T is induced from the normalizing topology T of its orbit space 

X/G in the following sense: a set B C X is T -open if and only 

if B = Tr-1(B), where B X/G is T -open and Tr:X-- X/G 

denotes the natural projection. 

x 
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We now extend the definition of normalizing topology to noncom- 

pact spaces as follows: If Y is a noncompact space, let Y de- 

note its one -point compactification and T* the normalizing topolo- 

gy of Y The normalizing topology of Y is defined to be its 

relative topology with respect to T If X is a noncompact 

space with operator group G, its normalizing topology is the top- 

ology induced from the normalizing topology of X /G. 
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VI. INDUCTIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF R 

Given a topological space Y, we will construct an increasing 

sequence {Ra} of equivalence relations on Y as follows: R0 

shall be the diagonal in Y x Y. Now let y be an ordinal and sup- 

pose that R has been defined for all a < y, subject to the con- 
a 

ditions that R C Rß when a < ß < y. If y is a limit ordinal 
a 

we define 

(1) 

Obviously this gives an equivalence relation on Y and perpetuates 

the monotonicity condition. Let us suppose then, that y is not a 

limit ordinal, so that y = a + 1 for some ordinal a. We set 

Ya = 
Y, /Ra 

and let p denote that equivalence relation on Ya 

generated by the set p of all pairs (x, y) E Y 
a 

x Y 
a 

such that for 

all neighborhoods O , O of x and y, respectively, O 
x y x 

meets O . Now R is defined to be the set of all (x, y) E Y x Y 
Y Y 

such that Tr(x) = Tr(y), where Tr: Y - -Ya/ denotes the natural pro- 

jection. Clearly R is an equivalence relation on Y and 

R C R . It follows by transfinite induction that R is well - 
a y a 

defined for all ordinals a. 

Lemma 1. There exists an ordinal X such that RX = Ra 

Ra 

a a 

Y 

a< 
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for all a >X. 

We note, in the first place, that it obviously suffices to show 

RX = RX 
+1 

for some X. Let C denote the cardinality of Y, 

a the initial ordinal of C and ß the initial ordinal of 2C. We We 

will prove that RX = RX for some ordinal X < ß. Let us sup- 

pose, then, that RX RX 
+1 

for all X < p, and let Y be well - 

ordered. For every ordinal a we can now define a map 

: Y/R -'Y by taking 0 (z) to be the minimal element in z 
a a a 

for every z E Y/R. Let Ya C Y denote the image of Y/R 
a a 

by Oa. Since Ra C R 
a +1 

, one has ya +1 Ya. Moreover, 

for X < ß our assumption Rx / RX 
+1 

implies YX +1 YX, and 

we will let yx denote the minimal element belonging to the comp- 

lement of YX+1 in YX. The correspondence X --yx then de- 

fines an injection of B into Y, where B denotes the set of all 

ordinals X < ß. But since B has cardinality 2C, this is a con- 

tradiction. 

In virtue of Lemma 1 we can associate with every topological 

space Y the minimal ordinal X such that RX has the desired 

property. This X will be called the length of Y. 

Lemma 2. Let Y be a topological space of length X. Then 

RX is the smallest equivalence relation R on Y such that Y/R 

is Hausdorff. 

+i 

r 

a 

, 
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Given such a relation R, we prove that R 
a 

C R for every 

a. We suppose, then, that y is an ordinal and R 
a 

C R for ev- 

ery a < y. If y is a limit ordinal, R is given by (1), and 

this clearly implies R C R. Otherwise y = a + 1, and we let 
Y 

Y, p and p be defined as above. Now consider points 
a 

x,y E Y, and let x , y e Y and x, E Y/R denote their re - 
a a a 

spective projections. To show that R C R, it clearly suffices to 
Y 

show that (x, y) I/ R implies (xa, ya) j p. Suppose then that 

(x, y) j R. Then x / ÿ, and since Y/R is Hausdorff, the points 

x, admit separating neighborhoods O , O in Y /R. But by 
x y 

our inductive hypothesis, Ra C R, so that Y/R is a quotient 

space of Y . Consequently O , O induce separating neighbor- s x y 

hoods of x , y in Y, which implies (x , y ) j p. Thus again 
a a a a a 

R C R. Since R0 C R, is follows now by transfinite induction 
Y 

that R 
a 

C R for every ordinal a. 

Now let R denote the equivalence relation on Y consisting 

of all pairs (x,y) E Y x Y such that f(x) = f(y) for all continuous 

f : Y We shall require the following results: 

Lemma 3. Let Y be compact and R' an equivalence rela- 

tion on Y such that Y /R' is Hausdorff. Then R C R'. 

To show this, we consider (x,y) E Y x Y and suppose 

(x,y) j(R'. Then x, y correspond to distinct points x, in 

-'I. 

Y 

a 
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Y /R'. Since Y /R' is compact and Hausdorff, it is also normal, 

and consequently there exists a continuous f : Y /R' I -- such that 

f(x) = 0 and f(y) = 1. Precomposing f with the natural projec- 

tion yields a function f : Y I which separates x and y, so 

that (x, y) j R. 

As an immediate consequence we obtain the desired inductive 

characterization of R for compact spaces. 

Lemma 4. If Y is compact, then RX = R. 

To show this, we recall (see § 4) that Y/R is Hausdorff when 

Y is compact, so that Rx C R by Lemma 2. On the other hand, 

R C RX by Lemma 3. 

Before proceeding it may be of interest to show by examples 

that orbit spaces with various lengths X do in fact occur. More 

specifically, we shall indicate how, for a given denumerable ordinal 

X, one can define a continuous actions of the additive group G1 of 

real numbers on the 2- dimensional torus T2 so that 
T2 /G1 has 

length X. As our starting point we consider the following example, 

supplied by Professor Gleason: On the real plane E2 we define a 

vector field whose components at the point (x, y) are (1, sin y). 

This generates an action of G1 on E2. Since the vector field 

5With sufficient care the construction will actually give a dif- 
ferentiable action of G1. 

- 
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commutes with translation in the x- direction, this gives also an ac- 

tion of G1 on the cylinder X2 obtained by identifying points dif- 

fering by an integer in the x- coordinate. We note in passing that 

the subset A C X2 consisting of the two circles 

closed and invariant under G1, 

y=+. is 

and that a function f : A --I 

which assumes distinct constant values on the two circles is G1 - 

invariant, but not extendible to a G1 -invariant function f :X2 

Now let X denote the subset of X2 given by O < y < Tr. 

Clearly G1 operates on X, and one sees that the orbit space 

Y = X /G1 is non -Hausdorff. On the other hand, the first quotient 

space Y1 obtained by identifying nonseparated points in Y re- 

duces to a single point, so that Y has length 1. 

Let a be an ordinal and suppose there is given an action of 

G1 on X such that (i) the orbit space Y has length a; 

(ii) Y/R 
a 

reduces to a point; (iii) the circles y = O, Tr con- 

stitute orbits with unit velocity. We can then define a new action of 

G1 on X having properties (i), (ii) and (iii) with a re- 

placed by a + 1. To this end we subdivide X into an infinite se- 

quence of closed overlapping bands given by n +1 
< y < 

n 
, n = 1, 

2, ... and let G1 operate on the nth band by identifying this 

band with X in the obvious way and applying the given action of 

G1. We note that this defines an action of G1 on the region 

O < y < Tr in virtue of condition (iii), and that this action extends 

I, 



to X so as to satisfy condition (iii). Under this new action Y/R 
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a 

reduces to a pair of points with indiscrete topology, and Y has thus 

length a+ 1. Obviously condition (ii) is likewise propagated. 

By finite induction one obtains now an action of G1 on X 

with X /G1 of arbitrary positive length. Let w denote the smallest 

countable ordinal. We obtain now an action of G1 on X satisfy- 

ing (i), (ii) and (iii) with respect to w + 1 by the following varia- 

tion of the previous construction: Subdivide X into bands just as 

before, but now define an action of G1 on the nth band by means 

of the given action of G1 on X corresponding to length n. It 

is not difficult to see that this gives the desired action of G1 on 

X. It is not difficult to show, by a slight modification of the previ- 

ous construction, that we can construct examples with X /G1 of 

arbitrary denumerable length. 6 

To obtain corresponding examples for actions of G1 on the 

torus T2 we may proceed as follows: 7 Let X' denote the subset 

of the cylinder X2 given by O < y < 2n, and take T2 to be the 

quotient of X' under the identification (x, 0) "(x, 2n). We can 

now extend each previously defined action of G1 on X to X' 

such that the circles of constant y with Tr < y < 2n constitute 

6When a is a limit ordinal, the topology of X should be 
changed by identifying (x, o) with (x, Tr ). 

When a is a limit ordinal, see 6. 
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orbits with unit velocity, and this induces an action of GI on T2. 

It is not difficult to see that the orbit spaces X/G1 and T 
2/GI 

have equal length. 
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VII, LOCALLY EXTENDIBLE FUNCTIONS 

We return to the extension problem and consider a compact 

space X with operator group G and normalizing topology T. 

It might seem reasonable to suppose that if f : A --I is G- invari- 

ant and A T- closed, then f admits a G- invariant extension to 

X. But this conjecture is false. We shall presently show by an ex- 

ample that the conjecture remains false even when X is assumed 

to be normal. As a matter of fact, normality of X seems to be- 

come quite irrelevant in the case of noncompact G. What is needed 

is some condition on f which assures that f can be factored 

through X /R, this being a quotient of the orbit space. We have 

seen before that pairwise extendibility is a condition of this kind. We 

will now give a second condition which has the advantage of being 

somewhat more local. More precisely, the condition is local with 

respect to the normalizing topology, and this is as far as one can go. 

Theorem 5. Let X be compact, A a compact subset of 

X and f : A I - continuous. If f is G- invariantly extendible to 

a T- neighborhood of A, then f is G- invariantly extendible to 

X. 

The assertion of this theorem may be referred to the orbit 

space and thus becomes equivalent to 
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Theorem 5'. Let Y be compact, A a compact subset of 

Y and f: A- I continuous. If f admits an extension to a 

'T -neighborhood of A, then f is G- invariantly extendible to X. 

The crux of the matter is contained in the following results. 

Lemma 5. Let B denote a 7-open subset of Y and R' 

the equivalence relation on B consisting of all pairs (x, y) E B x B 

such that h(x) = h(y) for all continuous h: B -I. Then 

R' = RIB8. 

The inclusion R' C RIB is of course obvious. To establish 

the opposite inclusion, on the other hand, we require Lemma 4 and 

must proceed inductively. Clearly R0 I B C R', since R0 is just 

the diagonal in Y x Y. Let us suppose, then, that R 
I B C R' 

for all a < Y. If y is a limit ordinal, then R is defined by 

Equation (1), § 6; and consequently one obtains RYI B'= R'. It re- 

mains to examine the case where y = a + 1 for some ordinal a. 

To this end we consider the diagram 

8 
Here RIB = Rn [BxB], and R is the equivalence relation 

on Y previously considered (see § § §4, 5, 6). 

Y/R 

a 

a 

Y 

Y/R 

/ 



where all maps are natural projections, and we let B = n 
a 

(B). 

Since B is T -open, it is invariant under 
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-loin, IT which implies 

that B is open in Y/R. Given (x, y) E R 
a +1 n [BxB] , there 

exists a finite sequence of points x1, ... , xn E Y with x1 = x, 

xn = y; such that Tra(xi), 
r (x. +l) are nonseparated in Y, /Ra 

for i < n. Moreover, since B is 'f -open, each x, E B. The 
1 

points Tr (x.) belong therefore to B, and since B is open, they 
a 

are pairwise nonseparated in B. On the other hand, by our induc- 

tive hypothesis that R 
a 

I B C R', every continuous h : B- I can 

be factored through B, which now implies that h(xi) = h(xi +1) 

for i < n. Consequently (x, y) E R', showing that 
Ra +1 I 

B C R'. 

We may conclude by transfinite induction that R 
a I 

B C R' for every 

ordinal a. In virtue of Lemma 4, this implies that RIB C R', 

as was to be shown. 

To prove Theorem 5' we note that A projects to a compact 

set A in Y,'R, and since Y/R is Hausdorff, A is also closed. 

By hypothesis, f may be extended to a T -open neighborhood B 

of A, which projects to an open neighborhood B of A. In vir- 

tue of Lemma 5, f : B -I may be factored through B, and con- 

sequently f : A --I may be factored through A. Since Y/R is 

normal, this implies that f admits an extension to Y. 

It can be seen by Gleason's example that local extendibility with 

respect to the original topology of X does not guarantee global 

i 
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extendibility9. The following example shows likewise that our condi- 

tion of local extendibility cannot be replaced by the condition that A 

be T- closed. In the real plane E2 we consider the closed line 

se ments g x se = 0 , n x 1 g n [ ] [ n ], n being a positive integer, together 
2 oo 

with x0 = [ 0, Tr] x0 , and we let x = xn. Let X C E 2 be 
n = 

endowed with the relative topology. Since X is closed and bounded 

in E2, it is compact, and since X is metric, it is also normal. 

Noe consider each point (x, y) E x 
n 

to be subject to a motion in the 

x- direction with velocity v = sin 2nx for n > 0 and v = 0 for 

n = O. It is not difficult to verify that this defines a continuous ac- 

tion of G1 on X, where G1 again denotes the additive group 

of real numbers. Moreover, one sees that each X 
n 

is an R -equi- 

valent class. Consequently X0 is T- closed. The function 

f : X0 -- I defined by f(x, 0) = x is therefore G- invariant, but 
Tr 

clearly it is not G- invariantly extendible to X. 

9The fact that X in Gleason's example (see §6) is noncompact 
is not essential. By a simple modification we can obtain a corre- 
sponding action of G on the torus which shows that local extendibil- 
ity in the ordinary topology is insufficient also for compact X. 

n 
l 

0 
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VIII. NONCOMPACT SPACES 

We have given three extension theorems 0 for compact X. 

Th- first of these depends upon a pseudo- metric structure on X 

and does not admit an obvious generalization to the noncompact case. 

The other extension theorems, however, do admit such a generaliza- 

tion in virtue of the fact that X can be embedded in the one -point 
.4 

compactification X . 

Thus if X is noncompact, we can strengthen the definition of 

pairwise extendibility in an obvious way: A function f :A - I will 

be called pairwise extendible if, given (x, y) E A x A, there exists 

an h : X -- I such that hIX is G- invariant and h agrees with 

f on x and y. It is now easy to see that Theorem 3 admits the 

following generalization: 

Theorem 3 *. Let X be a topological space with operator 

group G, A a compact subset of X and f :A -;I pairwise ex- 

tendible. Then f admits a G- invariant extension f : X e-I. 

A similar consideration applied to Theorem 5 gives 

Theorem 5 *. Let X be a topological space with operator 

group G, A a compact subset of X and f : A -I continuous. 

If f is G- invariantly extendible to a T- neighborhood of A, 

10 
Theorems 1, 3 and 5. 

* 
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then f is G- invariantly extendible to X. 

Thus it turns out that Theorem 5 remains valid after one has 

dropped the compactness assumption on X. On the other hand, the 

compactness condition on A now carries more weight. We will 

show by an example that compactness of A is indeed essential for 

Theorems 3* and S* alike. 

To this end we take X to be a subspace of the real plane E2 

obtained by deleting a punctured circle. More precisely, we delete 

the circle x2 + y2 = 1, except for the point P = ( -1, 0). Let v 

denote the vector field on E2 given by 

v(r, 6) = r sin e a6 

where (r, 0) denote polar coordinates. This defines an action of 

G1 (the additive group of real numbers) on E2, and since X is 

invariant under G1, it defines an action of GI on X. We note 

that points on the x -axis are fixed, while the orbits of points off the 

x -axis are open semi -circles. 

Now let 

A={(x,0)0<x<2}ílX 

and define f :A I by 

(2) 
1 for x > 1 

f(x, 0) _ 

0 for x < 1 
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Clearly A is closed and G1- invariant in X and f is continuous. 

We claim (i) f is pairwise extendible; (ii) f is G1- invariantly 

extendible to a -neighborhood i of A; and (iii) f does not ad- 

mit a G1- invariant extension f:X-- I. To show (i), we consider 

two points (x1, 0), (x2, 0) E A with x1 < 1 and x2 < 1, and de- 

fine h I by 

h(r, 0) = 

1 for r > 1 

0 for r < x1 

for x1<r< 1 

with h(oo) = 1. Clearly h has the requisite properties, and con- 

sequently f is pairwise extendible. Moreover, one easily verifies 

that the complement B of P in X is a 7 -neighborhood of A. 

But obviously f can be G1 -invariantly extended to B (2). 

Lastly, it is clear that f does not admit a G 1-invariant extension 

to X. 

r-xl 
1 -xl 

by 
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APPENDIX 

Theorem: If X is normal and G compact, then X/G is normal. 

For let A1, AZ denote disjoint closed subsets of X/G and let 

Al, A2. denote their inverse images, respectively, in X. By 

normality of X, Al and A2 admit open separating neighbor- 

hoods 01 and 02, and we let O! denote the set of all x E X 

such that Gx C O,, i = 1, 2, Clearly Ai C O! for each i. 
t i 

Moreover, O! is open. For given x 01 and g e G, then 

gx E O., and there exist open neighborhoods G C G and O C X 
g g 

of g and x, respectively, such that G O C O.. Now 
g g 

{G :g G} gives an open covering of G, and since G is corn - 

pact, {G } covers G for some finite sequence {g } of ele- 
gj J 

ments in G. Let Ox denote the intersection of all neighborhoods 

O . Then Ox an open neighborhood of x with GO C O.. 
gj x x x 1 

Hence O C O!, so that O! is indeed open. Since O! is also 
x 1 1 1 

invariant under G, it projects to an open neighborhood O. of 

A. But 31' 02 are clearly disjoint, as was to be proved. 

1 

1 

E 

1 1 

1 

is 

x 


